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Chiappa Firearms introduces the CBR-9 ‘Black Rhino’ pistol, a brand-new weapon 
intended for personal defense and professional activities 

 
With a substantial shift from its traditional production line, but following a logic started with the Rhino 
revolver, Chiappa Firearms introduces a new personal defense weapon: the CBR-9 Black Rhino. Not something 
“just like” anything else already seen around, the CBR-9 Black Rhino is an original project.  

The Chiappa Firearms CBR-9 Black Rhino is a 9mm Luger semi-automatic pistol, built around a steel upper 
receiver hosting all mechanical components and a polymer lower receiver, hosting the ejector and the 
magazine, inside the grip, which provides a better balance in off-hand operation and shooting. 

A blowback-operated pistol, the CBR-9 Black Rhino features a low-weight bolt and an inverted-operation, 
heavy hammer. This peculiar interlocking system between the hammer and the bolt provides an inertial 
increment for a superior reliability in all situations and with any load. 

The CBR-9 Black Rhino feeds through double-stack, single-feeding proprietary magazines featuring a patented 
feed lip system that can withstand substantial use and undergo deformation without affecting negatively the 
overall reliability of the system. Magazines are available in 10, 18 and 30 rounds versions, depending from 
local laws and regulations. 

Featuring a substantially lower barrel axis than many similar firearms on the market, the Chiappa Firearms 
CBR-9 Black Rhino provides superior controllability in rapid fire. A patented high-effectiveness flash hider 
drastically reduces muzzle blast for operation in low-light conditions when muzzle flash could impair the 
shooter’s vision. 

The CBR-9 weights 2,2 kilograms, but the barycenter is located in the area of the pistol grip, hosting the 
magazine, so offering a balanced off-hand operation also. The sliding (metal struts) stock e polymer buttstock, 
along with the front folding grip provide additional stability and precision shooting. 

The Chiappa Firearms CBR-9 Black Rhino comes equipped with low-profile, high-visibility fiber-optic 
emergency sights. A full-length top MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rail and two front rails at sides of the front grip 
offer plenty of room for flip-up open sights, red dot sights or other kind of accessories. 

The Chiappa Firearms CBR-9 Black Rhino comes with a set of three safeties: an automatic safety against 
accidental hammer drop; a trigger safety; and a manual safety, to provide one of the highest levels of safety 
in a firearm of this class. 

The Chiappa Firearms CBR-9 Black Rhino allows left-handed or right-handed operations: the slide stop release 
lever is ambidextrous, while the cocking handle, magazine release catch and the manual safety are reversible. 

The location of all key components within the upper receiver makes cleaning and maintenance a breeze. The 
weapon strips AR-15 style, easily and without tools, by simply removing the flash hider and the large passing 
pin located at the back of the receiver. 

Versions with a fixed stock or an armbrace and no folding foregrip, and a carbine variant with an 18.6” barrel 

shrouded in a faux suppressor are also available to comply with local laws and regulations. 

 
For further information, visit www.chiappafirearms.com 

 

http://www.chiappafirearms.com/
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 SPECIFICATIONS 

Manufacturer Chiappa Firearms 

Model CBR-9 Black Rhino 

Tipology Selfloading pistol / selfloading carbine 

Caliber 9x19 mm, 

Action Blowback, closed bolt 

Trigger System Single action 

Safeties Manual safety, trigger safety, automatic safety 

Capacity 10, 18 or 30 rounds in double-stack magazines 

Sights Emergency, high visibility fiber-optic front and rear sights 

Barrel Rifling 6  grooves, 1:12” twist 

Barrel Lenght 225 mm / 9” or 472 mm / 18.6” 

Total Lenght 430 mm/630 mm - 16.9”/24.8” (base model, stock closed/extended) 
607 mm / 23.8” (fixed stock model) 
855 mm / 33.6” (18.6” barrel model) 

Weight (empty) 2,2 kg / 4.8 lbs (base model) 
2,3 kg / 5 lbs (fixed stock model) 
3 kg / 6.6 lbs (18.6” barrel model) 

Materials Steel, high resistance aluminum alloy, polymer 

Finishes Matte black 

WWW.CHIAPPAFIREARMS.COM 

info@chiappafirearms.com 

 

CHIAPPA FIREARMS Srl 
Via Milano, 2 - 25020 Azzano Mella (BS) Italy 

Phone +39 030 9749065 – FAX +39 030 9749232 

CHIAPPA FIREARMS USA 
1415 Stanley Avenue - Dayton, OH 45404, USA 
Phone +1 937-835-5000 – FAX +1 888-705-4570 

Company Notes 

Started in 1958, CHIAPPA FIREARMS has grown to become an industrial group, still entirely owned by the Chiappa family. The 
Company brands now include Chiappa Firearms (firearms), Kimar (blank and signal guns), ACP (training systems), Costa (surface 
treatment of metals) and Chiappa Firearms USA (USA distribution center). Chiappa Firearms’ wide range of products include muzzle 
loading and breech loading replicas of American historical weapons, lever action shotguns and rifles, sporting handguns and rifles in 
rimfire calibers, personal defense revolvers such as the famous Rhino, signal guns and air guns. As a direct result of the optimization 
of the manufacturing processes, the Company is rapidly developing a great capacity to innovate with flexibility and dynamism, 
spreading sales in 62 countries, capable of competing with the biggest companies in the world. 
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